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as a traveller, author and journalist He already knew French
and soon acquired fluency in Spanish and, still more, in yVrabic.
His first Morocco journey was with the British Mission, Sir
William Kirby Green's, to the Moorish Court, then, in 1897,
at Marrakesh. About this time he began to contribute articles
to The Times. He used then, laughingly, to say that he would
have to avoid ever appearing in person at that serious quarter
lest his youthful mien should be his undoing. Soon afterwards,
however, he became The Times regular correspondent in
Morocco and so remained during his life. I lis letters and
telegrams to that journal now form chronicles, often most
entertaining ones too, of that country's history.
The latest 'eighties and the first half of the 'nineties were
the years of those feats of Morocco travel by which he first
acquired celebrity both in Morocco and outside. By his
linguistic gifts and, notably by his art in disguise as a native,
he penetrated many distant or fanatical regions of the country
rarely, if ever, visited by Europeans. These journeys are
related by him with his characteristic raciness in the works he
published at the time and in numerous articles to reviews and
papers read to the Royal Geographical Society. Many
Europeans, one time or other, had gone about Morocco in
Moorish attire, but those who really deceived anybody but
themselves or their admiring European friends were rare.
Harris, however, was of those few and, these sixty years, was
unsurpassed in that art by any except the famous French
explorer, de Foucauld. Of Harris in one of his best disguises,
that of a fanatical-looking Riff, I myself had an alarming and
amusing experience during those early years. 1 met, and
avoided, him in a Fez street. Later in the day I was made still
more uneasy at finding him admitted and waiting to sec me in
my house ! In colour of eyes (hazel), reddish-brown complexion,
and, very especially, in gait he was favoured much by nature
for such disguise.
Meanwhile he had settled at Tangier and built for himself
that beautiful house in spacious grounds on the east side of
the bay which is still shown as a model of taste in Moorish
architecture. Here, as in others which he built later, he was
ever the most^ genial of hosts just as he was no less the most
welcome of visitors alike in Moorish as in European circles.
The^ end of what one may call the adventure period of his
life included, in the summer of 1894, a visit to Wazzan and a

